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Super Computing, key to Economic Prosperity

• Since 2010 progress in the expansion of ASREN has been to slow.

• Cloud Computing, IoT, data mining, data analytics, supercomputing, are now 
perceived as essential to the wealth, security and perennity of nations.  

• Super Computing simulation and analysis have become a source of discovery. 
Extraordinary amounts of data are now collected and revolutionizie storage.  
Genomics and personalized medicine as well as Cloud Computing require ultra 
high security and reliability, fast data replication and disaster recovery.

• Exascale computing is seen as the next Frontier with the USA, Europe, Japan 
and China allocating each in excess of one billion US$ to be the first to reach 
this milestone by the very early 2020’s.

• The goal of this intervention is to invite the ASREN Community and beyond to 
interconnect and participate in paving the road to a distributed path to exascale
as envisaged by the Singapore A*STAR initiated InfiniCortex. 
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InfiniCortex

• InfiniCortex is Singapore’s proposed approach to exascale level computing, based 
on a collaborative approach sharing resources on a geographically dispersed 
constellation  of compute, storage and data collection instruments. The concept 
calls for concurrent computing and is not grid, not cloud. InfiniCortex solves the 
huge power requirements of concentrated exascale level facilities and facilitates 
data replication and disaster recovery.

• The five elements needed for InfiniCortex to succeed are lined up:

– Supercomputer interconnect topology based on graph theory work done by Y Deng, M. 
Michalewicz and L. Orlowski.

– Availability of very high uncongested bandwidth

– Long distance InfiniBand to markedly increase effective throughput over any given link as 
well as InfiniBand routing.

– Application layer: from simple file transfers to complex workflows with Oakridge 
developed ADIOS and multi-scale models. 

• The fifth element : partnerships. Critical mass is being reached and we cordially 
invite our colleagues in the ASREN Research & Education community to join. 
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https://wiki.man.poznan.pl/infidemo/index.php/File:Critical_Milestones.png
https://wiki.man.poznan.pl/infidemo/index.php/File:Critical_Milestones.png


InfiniCortex last month  t SC15 in Austin,Tx
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InfiniBand? 

• InfiniBand is a communications standard used in high-performance 

computing. It’s main features are very high throughput and very low 

latency. As of July 2015, InfiniBand was used in more than 50% of the 

world Top500 supercomputers displacing Ethernet as the protocol of 

choice.

• Transcontinental and Round the Globe with InfiniBand?

– InfiniBand broke out of the data centre confines thanks to efforts by 

Obsidian Strategics, Mellanox and Bay Microsystems. 

– A*STAR convincingly demonstrated the power of intercontinental InfiniBand

with Japan, Australia, the USA and Europe at SC14 (New Orleans), TNC15 

(Porto) and ISC15 (Frankfurt), in collaboration with Obsidian Strategics.

– Gains in effective throughput proved spectacular compared to FTP.
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RDMA?

• Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) allows networked  computers 
to exchange data between each other’s main memory without 
involving the processor, cache, or operating system of either.

• RDMA implements a transport protocol in the network interface card 
(NIC) hardware and supports a feature called zero-copy networking

• Major benefit: vastly improved throughput and latency.

• Major use domain: high speed clusters and data centre networks. 

• Growing market acceptance in both compute and Storage Area 
Network (SAN) areas stimulated by the exponential growth of data 
repositories and virtualization with Cloud Computing. 

• RDMA can go long distance over TCP/IP networks using iWARP,  
over Ethernet using RoCE as well as over long distance InfiniBand. 

• The most effective use of RDMA over long distances is with 
InfiniBand over on demand, uncongested transmission facilities.
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Proving the point
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Genomics and Diagnostics
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Terena Networking Conference, 15-18 June 2015, Porto, Portugal

InfiniCortex
Long distance InfiniBand connectivity across Trans-Pacific and Trans-Atlantic distances

2

Obsidian Longbow E100
10GE link

Exploring and expanding the list of applications suitable for running at distributed concurrent 
supercomputing resources, and will tolerate latencies introduced by such large distances
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Funding (MTI) and co-funding (A*STAR, 
NUS, NTU) 

approved Nov. 2014

Tender Open:  20th January 2015

Tender Closed: 14th April

Tender Awarded: 15th June 2015

Facility open to users: March 2016

The Big Picture:
Singapore’s National Supercomputer Centre



Some features of NSCC Supercomputer
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International Communications

• Singapore is opening up a new path thanks to an unprecedented 

collaboration between A*STAR and SingAREN in the context of the 

anticipated international connectivity needs for the new NSCC 

(National Super Computing Centre)

– First Asia –USA transpacific 100Gbps R&E trial connection at SC14

– Conclusive results for very long distance and transcontinental infiniBand

in trials with Japan (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Australia (NCI at 

Australia National University),  USA (i.a. ORNL, Geogia Tech, Uo

Tennessee, Stonybrook) and Europe (PSNC Poznan and U of Reims).

– Direct 10Gbps Singapore-USA link for exclusive use of the infiniBand

and infiniCortex trials since october 2014.

– Contracts awarded for a 100Gbps Singapore to US West Coast 

connection (cost sharing with internet2) and a 10Gbps Singapore to 

Europe (cost sharing with Géant) with early november 2015 RFS dates
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Asian perspective: Possible APAN network topology by end 2018

• Main hubs: India (Mumbai), Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan.

• Shared jugular veins:
– Singapore – Hong-Kong – Tokyo –US West Coast dual unprotected 100Gbps IRU.

– Singapore –London/Marseille dual unprotected 100Gbps IRU

• A 100Gbps from Perth to Singapore and one from Sydney to Japan plus two 
100Gbps (all IRU’s) Australia to US West-Coast as alternate path or overflow. 

• 100Gbps feeders from China to Hong-Kong and Singapore; dual 100Gbps China-US 
direct route plus 100Gbps China-Europe.

• 100Gbps Taiwan to Singapore, HK and to Japan; eventually to the US.

• 100Gbps South Korea to Singapore and to Japan; eventually to the US.

• 10Gbps (100Gbps?) Singapore to Fujairah and to Jeddah (KAUST)

• 10Gbps (100Gbps?) Indonesia to Singapore 

• 10Gbps (100Gbps?) Philippines to Singapore and Japan

• 10Gbps (100Gbps?) Singapore to Mumbai. 

• 10Gbps (100Gbps?) Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam to Singapore.

• 10Gbps Pakistan to Japan (Singapore?), Sri Lanka to Singapore 

• All other members feed preferably at 1Gbps Ethernet, 2.5Gbps or higher depending 
on affordability and degree of local telecomm market liberalization. 
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Singapore infiniNet
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A Global InfiniNet ?
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•

CLARA members

Other NREN’s

UBUNTU membersAPAN membersASREN members

Géant members

North American 
NREN’s

Global NREN 
infrastructure



Challenge to ASREN for 2016

• Demonstrate the effectiveness of the connection for long distance, SC 

to SC high speed InfiniBand transmission and the gains in effective 

throughput using Obsidian Strategics’ Longbow.

• Key objective: to foster collaboration on the application level in medical 

research and bioinformatics,  genetics, material and earth sciences, 

weather modelling and other domains of mutual interest necessitating 

major computing and storage resources between ASREN members and 

with the world’s R&E community using the Global NREN infrastructure. 
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Connect at least two member States Super 
Computers with InfiniBand;  initiate a trial with 
some European, American and Asian partners.



Outreach to smaller NREN’s

• A*STAR and SingaREN have a vision to have all nations benefit from the 

commercial and strategic benefits associated with the coming Super 

Computing era. Some countries have a major handicap due to 

outrageous costs of domestic and international transmission.

• ASREN members could provide a perfect environment to test and 

validate whether long distance InfiniBand can notably increase effective 

data throughput on point to point transmission facilities using Data 

Transfer Nodes (DTN’s). The high cost of transmission in the region 

would make notable improvement of effective throughput highly attractive
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NREN  A NREN BDTN DTNIB IB
2.5 or 10gbps

By what factor is it 
possible to increase 

effective throughput ?
Four, ten? More than 10?



With help from:

SingAREN
A/Prof Francis Lee
Prof Lawrence Wong

NTU
Stanley Goh

A*CRC
Tan Geok Lian (Networking) 

Lim Seng (Networking)

Dr Jonathan Low (H/W, S/W, Applications)

Dr Dominic Chien (S/W, Applications)

Dr Liou Sing-Wu (S/W, Applications)

Dr Gabriel Noaje (S/W, Applications)

Paul Hiew (H/W)

A/Prof Tan Tin Wee (PI) Yves PoppeProf  Yuefan Deng Dr Marek Michalewicz (PI)
Dr David Southwell

CVO Obsidian

InfiniCortex Team
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• Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) 
2015 Gold Award for Innovative Project

• 2015 A*STAR Innovation Award

• FutureGov Singapore Award 2015 
in Technology Leadership category

• CIO 100 HONOUREE 2015 

Awards
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Related Initiatives

• Infiniband routing using Obsidian’s BGFC subnet manager.

• InfiniCloud : provision true HPC VM instances across continents

with InfiniBand support

• global on demand HPC provisioning using Bright Cluster Manager 

• Implementing Garuda genomics and bioinformatics technology over 

InfiniBand. Run Julia programming language in tight integration.

• extremely fast I/O (DDN Infinite Memory Engine)

• DDN Web Object Scaler (WOS) Storage distributed world-wide for 

bioinformatics and genomics data storage

• new applications in CFD and visualisation (PSNC); molecular 

modelling and GPU accelerated computing (U. Reims);             

linear algebra asynchronous solvers (U. Lille)
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GIS – NSCC integration plan
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BGFP:                                                                  

a completely new InfiniBand subnet manager 

•
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InfiniCloud:                                                             

NextGen platform for data intensive science
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Global on Demand HPC
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Garuda
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DDN’s IME: Infinite Memory Engine
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Bioinformatics and Genomics Data Storage
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Other projects over the next year

• Upgrade of existing HPC hardware (300-500TFLOPS)

• Work on unum with Dr. John Gustafson as visiting Professor.     

Goal: unum in Julia and prototyping in FPGA. 

• JULIA project with Prof. Alan Edelman, MIT & Julia Computing of 

Bangalore.  Goal: Julia for HPC, InfiniCloud, GPU’s and unum

(https://www.juliabox.org)

• Interconnect topologies with Prof. Y.Deng and L.Orlowski

• HEAT STAR: Micro server project with IBM Research Labs Zurich 

and Barcelona.   Goal: Datacentre in a rack (128 servers in 1U, 

approx. 1000 per rack)

• Micron Automata Processor with SE Asia Hard Ware Adoption 

Centre Singapore (http:www.micronautomata.com)
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We invite you to explore and pursue 
common research interests. 

Join us on the road to InfiniCortex!

Creativity requires the courage to let go of certainties. 
Erich Fromm


